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The tracing of cell lineages was pioneered in nematodes by 
Charles Whitman in the 1870s, at a time of controversy sur-
rounding Ernst Haeckel’s theory of recapitulation, which 
argued that embryological development paralleled evolu-
tionary history (1). This line of work culminated a century 
later in the complete description of mitotic divisions in the 
roundworm C. elegans—a tour de force facilitated by its vis-
ual transparency as well as the modest size and invariant 
nature of this nematode’s cell lineage (2). 

Over the past century, a variety of creative methods have 
been developed for tracing cell lineage in developmentally 
complex organisms (3). In general, subsets of cells are 
marked and their descendants followed as development 
progresses. The ways in which cell marking has been 
achieved include dyes and enzymes (4–6), cross-species 
transplantation (7), recombinase-mediated activation of re-
porter gene expression (8, 9), insertion of foreign DNA (10–
12), and naturally occurring somatic mutations (13–15). 
However, despite many powerful applications, these meth-
ods have limitations for the large-scale reconstruction of cell 
lineages in multicellular systems. For example, dye and re-
porter gene-based cell marking are uninformative with re-
spect to the lineage relationships between descendent cells. 
Furthermore, when two or more cells are independently but 
equivalently marked, the resulting multitude of clades can-
not be readily distinguished from one another. Although 
these limitations can be overcome in part with combinatori-

al labeling systems (16, 17) or through the introduction of 
diverse DNA barcodes (10–12), these strategies fall short of a 
system for inferring lineage relationships throughout an 
organism and across developmental time. In contrast, 
methods based on somatic mutations have this potential, as 
they can identify lineages and sub-lineages within single 
organisms (13, 18). However, somatic mutations are distrib-
uted throughout the genome, necessitating whole genome 
sequencing (14, 15), which is expensive to scale beyond small 
numbers of cells and not readily compatible with in situ 
readouts (19, 20). 

What are the requirements for a system for comprehen-
sively tracing cell lineages in a complex multicellular sys-
tem? First, it must uniquely and incrementally mark cells 
and their descendants over many divisions and in a way 
that does not interfere with normal development. Second, 
these unique marks must accumulate irreversibly over time, 
allowing the reconstruction of lineage trees. Finally, the full 
set of marks must be easily read out in each of many single 
cells. 

We hypothesized that genome editing, which introduces 
diverse, irreversible edits in a highly programmable fashion 
(21), could be repurposed for cell lineage tracing in a way 
that realizes these requirements. To this end, we developed 
genome editing of synthetic target arrays for lineage tracing 
(GESTALT), a method that uses CRISPR/Cas9 genome edit-
ing to accumulate combinatorial sequence diversity to a 
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compact, multi-target, densely informative barcode. Edited 
barcodes can be efficiently queried by a single sequencing 
read from each of many single cells (Fig. 1A). In both cell 
culture and in the zebrafish Danio rerio, we demonstrate 
the generation of thousands of uniquely edited barcodes 
that can be related to one another to reconstruct cell lineage 
relationships. In adult zebrafish, we observe that the majori-
ty of cells of each organ are derived from a small number of 
progenitor cells. Furthermore, ancestral progenitors, in-
ferred on the basis of shared edits amongst subsets of de-
rived alleles, make highly non-uniform contributions to 
germ layers and organ systems. 
 
Results 
Combinatorial and cumulative editing of a compact 
genomic barcode in cultured cells 
To test whether genome editing can be used to generate a 
combinatorial diversity of mutations within a compact re-
gion, we synthesized a contiguous array of ten CRISPR/Cas9 
targets separated by 3 base-pair (bp) linkers (total length of 
257 bp). The first target perfectly matched one single guide 
RNA (sgRNA), whereas the remainder were off-target sites 
for the same sgRNA, ordered from highest to lowest activity 
(22). This array of targets (“v1 barcode”) was cloned down-
stream of an EGFP reporter in a lentiviral construct (23). 
We then transduced HEK293T cells with lentivirus and used 
FACS to purify an EGFP-v1 positive population. To edit the 
barcode, we co-transfected these cells with a plasmid ex-
pressing Cas9 and the sgRNA and a vector expressing Disco-
soma red fluorescent protein (DsRed). Cells were sorted 
three days post-transfection for high DsRed expression, and 
genomic DNA (gDNA) was harvested on day 7. The v1 bar-
code was PCR amplified and the resulting amplicons sub-
jected to deep sequencing. 

To minimize confounding sequencing errors, which are 
primarily substitutions, we analyzed edited barcodes for 
only insertion-deletion changes relative to the “wild-type” v1 
barcode. In this first experiment, we observed 1,650 unique-
ly edited barcodes (each observed in ≥25 reads) with diverse 
edits concentrated at the expected Cas9 cleavage sites, pre-
dominantly inter-target deletions involving sites 1, 3 and 5, 
or focal edits of sites 1 and 3 (Fig. 1, B and C, and table S1). 
These results show that combinatorial editing of the bar-
code can give rise to a large number of unique sequences, 
i.e., “alleles.” 

To evaluate reproducibility, we transfected the same ed-
iting reagents to cultures expanded from three independent 
EGFP-v1 positive clones. Targeted RT-PCR and sequencing 
of EGFP-v1 RNA showed similar distributions of edits to the 
v1 barcode in the transcript pool, between replicates as well 
as in comparison to the previous experiment (fig. S1). These 
results show that the observed editing patterns are largely 

independent of the site of integration and that edited bar-
codes can be queried from either RNA or DNA. 

To evaluate how editing outcomes vary as a function of 
Cas9 expression, we co-transfected EGFP-v1 positive cells 
with a plasmid expressing Cas9 and the sgRNA as well as an 
DsRed vector, and after four days sorted cells into low, me-
dium, and high DsRed bins and harvested gDNA. Overall 
editing rates matched DsRed expression (frequency of non-
wild-type barcodes: low DsRed = 40%; medium DsRed = 
69%; high DsRed = 91%). The profile of edits observed re-
mained similar, but there were fewer inter-target deletions 
in the lower DsRed bins (fig. S2). These results show that 
adjusting expression levels of editing reagents can be used 
to modify the rates and patterns of barcode editing. 

We also synthesized and tested three barcodes (v2-v4) 
with nine or ten weaker off-target sites for the same sgRNA 
as used for v1 (22). Genome editing resulted in derivative 
barcodes with substantially fewer edits than seen with the 
v1 barcode, but a much greater proportion of these edits 
were to a single target site, i.e., fewer inter-target deletions 
were observed (Fig. 1, D and E, and fig. S3, A and B). As only 
a few targets were substantially edited in designs v1-v4, we 
combined the most highly active targets to a new, twelve 
target barcode (v5). This barcode exhibited more uniform 
usage of constituent targets, but with relative activities still 
ranging over two orders of magnitude (fig. S3C and table 
S1). These results illustrate the potential value of iterative 
barcode design. 

To determine whether the means of editing reagent de-
livery influences patterns of barcode editing, we introduced 
a lentiviral vector expressing Cas9 and the same sgRNA to 
cells containing the v5 barcode (24). After two weeks of cul-
turing a population bottlenecked to 200 cells by FACS, we 
observed diverse barcode alleles but with substantially fewer 
inter-target deletions than with episomal delivery of editing 
reagents (fig. S3D). This finding demonstrates that the allel-
ic spectrum can also be modulated by the delivery mode of 
editing reagents. 

Taken together, these results show that editing multiple 
target sites within a compact barcode can generate a com-
binatorial diversity of alleles, and also that these alleles can 
be read out by single sequencing reads derived from either 
DNA or RNA. Rates and patterns of barcode editing are 
tunable by using targets with different activities and/or off-
target sequences, by iteratively recombining targets to new 
barcode designs, and by modulating the concentration and 
means of delivery of editing reagents. 
 
Reconstruction of lineage relationships in cultured 
cells 
To determine whether GESTALT could be used to recon-
struct lineage relationships, we applied it to a designed lin-
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eage in cell culture (Fig. 2). A monoclonal population of 
EGFP-v1 positive cells was transfected with editing reagents 
to induce a first round of mutations in the v1 barcode. 
Clones derived from single cells were expanded, sampled, 
split, and re-transfected with editing reagents to induce a 
second round of mutations of the v1 barcode. For each clon-
al population, two 100-cell samples of the re-edited popula-
tions were expanded and harvested for gDNA. In these 
experiments, we began incorporating unique molecular 
identifiers (UMIs; 10 bp) during amplification of barcodes 
by a single round of polymerase extension (fig. S4A). Each 
UMI tags the single barcode present within each single cell, 
thereby allowing for correction of subsequent PCR amplifi-
cation bias and enabling each UMI-barcode combination to 
be interpreted as deriving from a single cell (25). 

Seven of twelve clonal populations we isolated contained 
mutations in the v1 barcode that were unambiguously in-
troduced during the first round of editing (Fig. 2A). Addi-
tional edits accumulated in re-edited cells but generally did 
not disrupt the early edits (Fig. 2B and fig. S5). We next 
sought to reconstruct the lineage relationships between all 
alleles observed in the experiment using a maximum parsi-
mony approach (fig. S4B) (26). The resultant tree contained 
major clades that were defined by the early edits present in 
each lineage (Fig. 2C). Four clonal populations (#3, #5, #7 
and #8) were cleanly separated upon lineage reconstruction, 
with >99.7% of cells accurately placed into each lineage’s 
major clade. Two lineages (#1 and #6) were mixed because 
they shared identical mutations from the first round of edit-
ing. These most likely represent the recurrence of the same 
editing event across multiple lineages, but could also have 
been daughter cells subsequent to a single, early editing 
event prior to isolating clones. Consequently, 99.9% of cells 
of these two lineages were assigned to a single clade (Fig. 
2C, blue). One clonal population (#4) appears to have de-
rived from two independent cells, one of which harbored an 
unedited barcode. Later editing of these barcodes confound-
ed the assignment of this lineage on the tree. Overall, how-
ever, these results demonstrate that GESTALT can be used 
to capture and reconstruct cell lineage relationships in cul-
tured cells. 
 
Combinatorial and cumulative editing of a compact 
genomic barcode in zebrafish 
To test the potential of GESTALT for in vivo lineage tracing 
in a complex multicellular organism, we turned to the 
zebrafish Danio rerio. We designed two new barcodes, v6 
and v7, each with ten sgRNA target sites that are absent 
from the zebrafish genome and predicted to be highly edita-
ble (Materials and Methods). In contrast to v1-v5, in which 
the target sites are variably editable by one sgRNA, the tar-
gets within v6 or v7 are designed to be edited by distinct 

sgRNAs. We generated transgenic zebrafish that harbor 
each barcode in the 3′ UTR of DsRed driven by the ubiqui-
tin promoter (27, 28) and a GFP marker that is expressed in 
the cardiomyocytes of the heart (fig. S6) (29). To evaluate 
whether diverse alleles could be generated by in vivo ge-
nome editing, we injected Cas9 and ten different sgRNAs 
with perfect complementarity to the barcode target sites 
into single-cell v6 embryos (Fig. 3A). Editing of integrated 
barcodes had no noticeable effects on development (fig. S7). 
To characterize barcode editing in vivo, we extracted gDNA 
from a series of single 30 hours post fertilization (hpf) em-
bryos, and UMI-tagged, amplified and sequenced the v6 
barcode. In control embryos (Cas9-; n = 2), all 4,488 cap-
tured barcodes were unedited. In contrast, in edited embry-
os (Cas9+; n = 8), fewer than 1% of captured barcodes were 
unedited. We recovered barcodes from hundreds of cells per 
embryo (median 943; range 257-2,832) and identified dozens 
to hundreds of alleles per embryo (median 225; range 86-
1,323). 41% ± 10% of alleles were observed recurrently with-
in single embryos, most likely reflecting alleles that were 
generated in a progenitor of two or more cells. Fewer than 
0.01% of alleles were shared in pairwise comparisons of em-
bryos, revealing the highly stochastic nature of editing in 
different embryos. These results demonstrate that GESTALT 
can generate very high allelic diversity in vivo. 
 
Reconstruction of lineage relationships in embryos 
To evaluate whether lineage relationships can be recon-
structed using edited barcodes, we focused on the v6 em-
bryo with the lowest rates of inter-target deletions and 
edited target sites (Fig. 3B; avg. 58% ± 27% of target sites no 
longer a perfect match to the unedited target, compared to 
87% ± 21% for all other 30 hpf v6 embryos). Application of 
our parsimony approach (fig. S4B) to the 1,961 cells in which 
we observed 1,323 distinct alleles generated the large tree 
shown in Fig. 4. 1,307 of the 1,323 (98%) alleles could be re-
lated to at least one other allele by one or more shared edits, 
85% by two or more shared edits, and 56% by three or more 
shared edits. These results illustrate the principle of using 
patterns of shared edits between distinct barcode alleles to 
reconstruct their lineage relationships in vivo. 
 
Developmental timing of barcode editing 
To determine the developmental timing of barcode editing, 
we injected Cas9 and ten sgRNAs into one-cell stage v7 
transgenic embryos and harvested genomic DNA before gas-
trulation (dome stage, 4.3 hpf; n = 10 animals), after gastru-
lation (90% epiboly / bud stage, 9 hpf; n = 11 animals), at 
pharyngula stage (30 hpf; n = 12 animals), and from early 
larvae (72 hpf; n = 12 animals) (Fig. 3A). We recovered bar-
code sequences from a median of 8,785 cells per embryo 
(range 461-31,640; total of 45 embryos), comprising a medi-
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an of 1,223 alleles per embryo (range 15-4,195) (Fig. 3C). 
Within single embryos, 65% ± 6% of alleles were observed 
recurrently, whereas in pairwise comparisons of embryos 
only 2% ± 5% of alleles were observed recurrently. The 
abundances of alleles were well-correlated between tech-
nical replicates for each of two 72 hpf embryos (fig. S8, A 
and B), and alleles containing many edits were more likely 
to be unique to an embryo than those with few edits (fig. 
S8C). To assess when editing begins, we analyzed the pro-
portions of the most common editing events across all bar-
codes sequenced in a given embryo, reasoning that the 
earliest edits would be the most frequent. Across eight v6 
and 45 v7 embryos, we never observed an edit that was pre-
sent in 100% of cells. This observation indicates that no 
permanent edits were introduced at the one-cell stage. In 
nearly all embryos, we observe that the most common edit 
is present in >10% of cells, and in some cases in ~50% of 
cells (Fig. 3D and fig. S9). This observation also holds in 
~4,000-cell dome stage embryos, which result from approx-
imately 12 rounds of largely synchronous division unaccom-
panied by cell death. Most of these edits are rare or absent 
in other embryos, suggesting they are unlikely to have aris-
en recurrently within each lineage. These results suggest 
that the edits present in ~50% of cells were introduced at 
the two-cell stage and that the edits present in >10% of cells 
were introduced before the 16-cell stage. 

How long does barcode editing persist? Two aspects of 
the data suggest that it tapers relatively early in develop-
ment. First, in dome stage embryos (4.3 hpf), we captured 
barcodes from a median of 2,086 cells, in which a median of 
4.8 targets were edited. Although the number of cells and 
alleles that we were able to sample increased at the later 
developmental stages, the proportion of edited sites ap-
peared relatively stable (Fig. 3C). If editing were occurring 
throughout this time course, we would instead expect the 
proportion of edited sites to increase substantially. Second, 
the number of unique alleles appears to saturate early, nev-
er exceeding 4,200 (Fig. 3E). For example, only 4,195 alleles 
were observed in a 72 hpf embryo in which we sampled the 
highest number of cells (n = 31,639). These results suggest 
that the majority of editing events occurred before dome 
stage. 
 
Editing diversity in adult organs 
To evaluate whether barcodes edited during embryogenesis 
can be recovered in adults, we dissected two edited 4-month 
old v7 transgenic zebrafish (ADR1 and ADR2) (Fig. 5A). We 
collected organs representing all germ layers–the brain and 
both eyes (ectodermal), the intestinal bulb and posterior 
intestine (endodermal), the heart and blood (mesodermal), 
and the gills (neural crest, with contributions from other 
germ layers). We further divided the heart into four samples 

– a piece of heart tissue, dissociated unsorted cells (DHCs), 
FACS-sorted GFP+ cardiomyocytes, and non-cardiomyocyte 
heart cells (NCs) (fig. S10). We isolated genomic DNA from 
each sample, amplified and sequenced edited barcodes with 
high technical reproducibility (fig. S11), and observed bar-
code editing rates akin to those in embryos (fig. S12). For 
zebrafish ADR1, we captured barcodes from between 776 
and 44,239 cells from each tissue sample (median 17,335), 
corresponding to a total of 197,461 cells and 1,138 alleles. For 
zebrafish ADR2, we captured barcodes from between 84 and 
52,984 cells from each tissue sample (median 20,973), corre-
sponding to a total of 217,763 cells and 2,016 alleles. These 
results show that edits introduced to the barcode during 
embryogenesis are inherited through development and tis-
sue homeostasis and can be detected in adult organs. 
 
Differential contribution of embryonic progenitors to 
adult organs 
To analyze the contribution of diverse alleles to different 
organs, we compared the frequency of edited barcodes with-
in and between organs. We first examined blood [of note, 
zebrafish erythrocytes are nucleated (30)]. Only 5 alleles 
defined over 98% of cells in the ADR1 blood sample (Fig. 
5B), suggesting highly clonal origins of the adult zebrafish 
blood system from a few embryonic progenitors. Consistent 
with the presence of blood in all dissected organs, these 
common blood alleles were also observed in all organs (10-
40%; Fig. 5C) but largely absent from cardiomyocytes isolat-
ed by flow sorting (0.5%). Furthermore, the relative propor-
tions of these five alleles remained constant in all dissected 
organs, suggesting that they primarily mark the blood and 
do not substantially contribute to non-blood lineages (Fig. 
5D). In performing similar analyses of clonality across all 
organs (while excluding the five most common blood al-
leles), we observed that a small subset of alleles dominates 
each organ (Fig. 5E). Indeed, for all dissected organs, fewer 
than 7 alleles comprised >50% of cells (median 4, range 2-6), 
and, with the exception of the brain, fewer than 25 alleles 
comprised >90% of cells (median 19, range 4-38). Most of 
these dominant alleles were organ-specific, i.e. although 
they were found rarely in other organs, they tended to be 
dominant in only one organ (Fig. 5F). For example, the most 
frequent allele observed in the intestinal bulb comprised 
13.6% of captured non-blood cells observed in that organ, 
but <0.01% of cells observed in any other organ. There are 
exceptions, however. For example, one allele is observed in 
24.7% of sorted cardiomyocytes, 13.4% of the intestinal bulb, 
and at lower abundances in all other organs. Similar results 
were observed in ADR2 (fig. S13). These results indicate that 
the majority of cells in diverse adult organs are descended 
from a few differentially edited embryonic precursors. 
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Reconstructing lineage relationships in adult organs 
To reconstruct the lineage relationships between cells both 
within and across organs on the basis of shared edits, we 
again relied on maximum parsimony methods (fig. S4B). 
The resulting trees for ADR1 and ADR2 are shown in Fig. 6 
and fig. S14, respectively. We observed clades of alleles that 
shared specific edits. For example, ADR1 had 8 major clades, 
each defined by “ancestral” edits that are shared by all cap-
tured cells assigned to that clade (Fig. 7A; also indicated by 
colors in the tree shown in Fig. 6). Collectively, these clades 
comprised 49% of alleles and 90% of the 197,461 cells sam-
pled from ADR1 (Fig. 7A). Blood was contributed to by 3 
major clades (#3, #6, #7) (Fig. 7B). After re-allocating the 5 
dominant blood alleles from the composition of individual 
organs back to blood (Fig. 5B and fig. S15), we observed that 
all major clades made highly non-uniform contributions 
across organs. For example, clade #3 contributed almost 
exclusively to mesodermal and endodermal organs, while 
clade #5 contributed almost exclusively to ectodermal or-
gans. These results reveal that GESTALT can be used to in-
fer the contributions of inferred ancestral progenitors to 
adult organs. 

Although some ancestral clades appear to contribute to 
all germ layers, we find that subclades, defined by addition-
al shared edits within a clade, exhibit greater specificity. For 
example, although clade #1 contributes substantially to all 
organs except blood, additional edits divide clade #1 into 
three subclades with greater tissue restriction (Fig. 7, C and 
D). The #1+A subclade primarily contributes to mesendo-
dermal organs (heart, both gastrointestinal organs) whereas 
the #1+C subclade primarily contributes to neuroectodermal 
organs (brain, left eye, and gills). Similar patterns are ob-
served for clade #2 (Fig. 7, E and F), where the #2+A sub-
clade contributes primarily to mesendodermal organs, the 
#2+B subclade to the heart, and the #2+C clade to neu-
roectodermal organs. Additional edits divide these sub-
clades into further tissue-specific sub-subclades. For 
example, whereas the #2+A subclade is predominantly mes-
endoderm, additional edits define #2+A+D (heart, primarily 
cardiomyocytes), #2+A+E (heart and posterior intestine), 
and #2+A+F (intestinal bulb). All of the major clades exhibit 
similar patterns of increasing restriction with additional 
edits (Fig. 7, C to F, and fig. S16). Similar observations were 
made in fish ADR2 (fig. S17). These results indicate that 
GESTALT can record lineage relationships across many cell 
divisions and capture information both before and during 
tissue restriction. 
 
Discussion 
We describe a new method, GESTALT, which uses combina-
torial and cumulative genome editing to record cell lineage 
information in a highly multiplexed fashion. We successfully 

applied this method to both artificial lineages (cell culture) 
as well as to a whole organism (zebrafish). Full tree recon-
structions for cell culture, zebrafish embryo, and zebrafish 
adult experiments are provided at 
http://gestalt.gs.washington.edu/. 

The strengths of GESTALT include: 1) the combinatorial 
diversity of mutations that can be generated within a dense 
array of CRISPR/Cas9 target sites; 2) the potential for in-
formative mutations to accumulate across many cell divi-
sions and throughout an organism’s developmental history; 
3) the ability to scalably query lineage information from at 
least hundreds of thousands of cells and with a single se-
quencing read per single cell; 4) the likely applicability of 
GESTALT to any organism, from bacteria and plants to ver-
tebrates, that allows genome editing, as well as human cells 
(e.g., tumor xenografts). Even in organisms in which 
transgenesis is not established, lineage tracing by genome 
editing may be feasible by expressing editing reagents to 
densely mutate an endogenous, non-essential genomic se-
quence. 

Our experiments also highlight several remaining tech-
nical challenges. Chief amongst these are: 1) the chance re-
currence of identical edits or similar patterns of edits in 
distantly related cells can confound lineage inference; 2) 
non-uniform editing efficiencies and inter-target deletions 
within the barcode contribute to suboptimal sequence di-
versity and loss of information, respectively; 3) the transient 
means by which Cas9 and sgRNAs are introduced likely re-
strict editing to early embryogenesis; 4) the computational 
challenge of precisely defining the multiple editing events 
that give rise to different alleles complicates the unequivo-
cal reconstruction of lineage trees; and 5) the difficulty of 
isolating tissues without contamination by blood and other 
cells can hinder the assignment of alleles to specific organs. 
A broader set of challenges includes the lack of information 
about the precise anatomical location and exact cell type of 
each queried cell, the fact that genome editing events are 
not directly coupled to the cell cycle, and the failure to re-
cover all cells. These challenges currently hinder the recon-
struction of a lineage tree as complete and precise as the 
one that Sulston and colleagues described for C. elegans. 
Despite these limitations, our proof-of-principle study shows 
that GESTALT can inform developmental biology by richly 
defining lineage relationships among vast numbers of cells 
recovered from an organism. 

The current challenges highlight the need for further op-
timization of the design of targets and arrays, as well as the 
delivery of editing reagents. For example, an array contain-
ing twice as many targets as used here could fit within a 
single read on contemporary sequencing platforms, thus 
yielding more lineage information per cell without sacrific-
ing throughput. Also, as we have shown, adjustments to the 
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target sequences and dosages of editing reagents can be 
used to fine-tune mutation rates and to minimize undesira-
ble inter-target deletions. Finally, sgRNA sequences and 
lengths (31), Cas9 cleavage activity and target preferences 
(32, 33), and the means by which Cas9 and sgRNA(s) are 
expressed [e.g., transient, constitutive (34), or induced (35, 
36)], can be altered to control the pace, temporal window 
and tissue(s) at which the barcodes are mutated. For exam-
ple, coupling editing to cell cycle progression might enable 
higher resolution reconstruction of lineage relationships 
throughout development. 

Our application of GESTALT to a vertebrate model or-
ganism, zebrafish, demonstrates its potential to yield in-
sights into developmental biology. First, our results suggest 
that relatively few embryonic progenitor cells give rise to 
the majority of cells of many adult zebrafish organs, remi-
niscent of clonal dominance (37, 38). For example, only 5 of 
the 1,138 alleles observed in ADR1 gave rise to >98% of 
blood cells, and for all dissected organs, fewer than 7 alleles 
comprised >50% of cells. There are several mechanisms by 
which such dominance can emerge, e.g., by uneven starting 
populations in the embryo, drift, competition, interference, 
unequal cell proliferation or death, or a combination of 
these mechanisms (39–42). Controlling the temporal and 
spatial induction of edits and isolating defined cell types 
from diverse organs should help resolve the mechanisms by 
which different embryonic progenitors come to dominate 
different adult organs. 

Second, we show that GESTALT can inform the lineage 
relationships amongst thousands of differentiated cells. For 
example, following the accumulation of edits from ancestral 
to more complex reveals the progressive restriction of pro-
genitors to germ layers and then organs. Cells within an 
organ can both share and differ in their alleles, revealing 
additional information about organ development. Future 
studies will need to determine whether such lineages reflect 
distinct cell fates (e.g., blood sub-lineages or neuronal sub-
populations), because the anatomical resolution at which we 
queried alleles was restricted to grossly dissected organs 
and tissues. Because edited barcodes are expressed as RNA, 
we envision that combining our system with other platforms 
will permit much greater levels of anatomical resolution 
without sacrificing throughput. For example, in situ RNA 
sequencing of barcodes would provide explicit spatial and 
histological context to lineage reconstructions (19, 20). Also, 
capturing richly informative lineage markers in single cell 
RNA-seq or ATAC-seq datasets may inform the interpreta-
tion of those molecular phenotypes, while also adding cell 
type resolution to studies of lineage (43, 44). Such integra-
tion may be particularly relevant to efforts to build compre-
hensive atlases of cell types. Because these single cell 
methods generate many reads per single cell, this would 

also facilitate using multiple, unlinked target arrays. In 
principle, the combined diversity of the barcodes queried 
from single cells could be engineered to uniquely identify 
every cell in a complex organism. In addition, orthogonal 
imaging-based lineage tracing approaches in fixed and live 
samples [e.g., Brainbow and related methods (16, 29)] and 
longitudinal whole animal imaging approaches (45, 46) 
might be leveraged in parallel to validate and complement 
lineages resolved by GESTALT. 

Although further work is required to optimize GESTALT 
toward enabling spatiotemporally complete maps of cell 
lineage, our proof-of-principle experiments show that using 
multiplex in vivo genome editing to record lineage infor-
mation to a compact barcode at an organism-wide scale will 
be a powerful tool for developmental biology. This approach 
is not limited to normal development but can also be ap-
plied to animal models of developmental disorders, as well 
as to investigate the origins and progression of cancer. Our 
study also supports the notion that whereas its most wide-
spread application has been to modify endogenous biologi-
cal circuits, genome editing can also be used to stably record 
biological information (47), analogous to recombinase-based 
memories but with considerably greater flexibility and 
scalability. For example, coupling editing activity to external 
stimuli or physiological changes could record the history of 
exposure to intrinsic or extrinsic signals. In the long term, 
we envision that rich, systematically generated maps of or-
ganismal development, wherein lineage, epigenetic, tran-
scriptional and positional information are concurrently 
captured at single cell resolution, will advance our under-
standing of normal development, inherited diseases, and 
cancer. 
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Fig. 1. Genome editing of synthetic target arrays for lineage tracing (GESTALT). (A) An unmodified array of CRISPR/Cas9 
target sites (i.e., a barcode) is engineered into a genome (gray cell). Editing reagents are introduced during expansion of cell 
culture or in vivo development of an organism, resulting in a unique pattern of insertions and deletions (right), and are stably 
accumulated in specific lineages (green cell lineage). The lineage relationships of alleles that differ in sequence can often be 
inferred on the basis of these accumulated edits. (B) The 25 most frequent alleles from the edited v1 barcode are shown. Each 
row corresponds to a unique sequence, with red bars indicating deleted regions and blue bars indicating insertion positions. 
Blue bars begin at the insertion site, with their width proportional to the size of the insertion, which will rarely obscure 
immediately adjacent deletions. The number of reads observed for each allele is plotted at the right (log10 scale; the green bar 
corresponds to the unedited allele). The frequency at which each base is deleted (red) or flanks an insertion (blue) is plotted at 
the top. Light gray boxes indicate the location of CRISPR protospacers while dark gray boxes indicate PAM sites. For the v1 
array, inter-target deletions involving sites 1, 3 and 5, or focal (single target) edits of sites 1 and 3 were observed predominantly. 
(C) A histogram of the size distribution of insertion (top) and deletion (bottom) edits to the v1 array is shown. The colors 
indicate the number of target sites impacted. Although most edits are short and impact a single target, a substantial proportion 
of edits are inter-target deletions. (D) We tested three array designs in addition to v1, each comprising nine to ten weaker off-
target sites for the same sgRNA (v2-v4) (22). Editing of the v2 array is shown with layout as described in panel (B). Editing  
of the v3 and v4 array are shown in fig. S3, A and B. The weaker sites within these alternative designs exhibit lower rates  
of editing than the v1 array, but also a much lower proportion of inter-target deletions. (E) A histogram of the size distribution  
of insertion (top) and deletion (bottom) edits to the v2 array is shown. In contrast with the v1 array, almost all edits impact only 
a single target. 
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Fig. 2. Reconstruction of a synthetic lineage based on genome editing and targeted sequencing of edited barcodes. 
(A) A monoclonal population of cells was subjected to editing of the v1 array. Single cells were expanded, sampled (#1 to 
#12), re-transfected to induce a second round of barcode editing, and then expanded and sampled from 100-cell 
subpopulations (#1a, 1b to #12a, 12b). For clarity, the five clones where the original population was unedited are not shown. 
(B) Alleles observed in the synthetic lineage experiment are shown, with layout as described in the Fig. 1B legend. Cell 
population #1 represents sampling of cells that had been subjected to only the first round of editing; virtually all cells 
contain a shared edit to the first target. Populations #1a and #1b are derived from #1 but subjected to a second round of 
editing prior to sampling. These retain the edit to the first target, but subpopulations bear additional edits to other targets. 
(C) Maximum parsimony reconstruction using PHYLIP Mix (see Materials and Methods and fig. S4B) from alleles seen two 
or more times in the seven cell lineages represented in panel (A). Lineage membership and abundance of each allele are 
shown on the right. Progenitor cell lineage #4 (orange) appears to be derived from two cells, one edited and the other wild-
type: only 62% of lineage #4 falls into a single clade, consistent with the proportion (64%) of the lineage edited after the 
first round. We assume that cells unedited in the first round either accrued edits matching other lineages (thus causing 
mixing), or accrued different edits (thus remaining outside the major clades). 
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Fig. 3. Generating combinatorial barcode diversity 
in transgenic zebrafish. (A) One-cell zebrafish 
embryos were injected with complexed Cas9 
ribonucleoproteins (RNPs) containing sgRNAs that 
matched each of the 10 targets in the array (v6 or v7). 
Embryos were collected at time points indicated. UMI-
tagged barcodes were amplified and sequenced from 
genomic DNA. (B) Patterns of editing in alleles 
recovered from a 30 hpf v6 embryo, with layout as 
described in the Fig. 1B legend. (C) Bar plots show the 
number of cells sampled (top), unique alleles observed 
(middle) and proportion of sites edited (bottom) for 45 
v7 embryos collected at four developmental time-
points and two levels of Cas9 RNP (1/3x, 1x). Colors 
correspond to stages shown in panel (A). Although 
more alleles are observed with sampling of larger 
numbers of cells at later time points, the proportion of 
target sites edited remains relatively constant. (D) Bar 
plots show the proportion of edited barcodes 
containing the most common editing event in a given 
embryo. Six of 45 embryos had the most common edit 
in approximately 50% of cells (dashed line), consistent 
with this edit having occurred at the two-cell stage (see 
fig. S8A for example). Colors correspond to stages 
shown in panel (A). These same edits are rarer or 
absent in other embryos (black bars below). (E) For 
each of the 45 v7 embryos, all barcodes observed were 
sampled without replacement. The cumulative number 
of unique alleles observed as a function of the number 
of cells sampled is shown (average of the 500 
iterations shown per embryo; two levels of Cas9 RNP: 
1/3x on left, 1x on right). The number of unique alleles 
observed, even in later developmental stages where we 
are sampling much larger numbers of cells, appears to 
saturate, and there is no consistent pattern supporting 
substantially greater diversity in later time-points, 
consistent with the bottom row of panel (C) in 
supporting the conclusion that the majority of editing 
occurs before dome stage. 
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Fig. 4. Lineage reconstruction of an edited zebrafish embryo. (A) A lineage reconstruction of 1,323 
alleles recovered from the v6 embryo also represented in Fig. 3B, generated by a maximum parsimony 
approach implemented in the PHYLIP Mix package (see Materials and Methods and fig. S4B). A dendrogram 
to the left of each column represents the lineage relationships, and the alleles are represented on the right. 
Each row represents a unique allele. Matched colored arrows and dashed lines connect subsections of the 
tree together. There are many large clades of alleles sharing specific edits, as well as sub-clades defined by 
“dependent” edits. These dependent edits occur within a clade defined by a more frequent edit but are rare 
or absent elsewhere in the tree. (B) A portion of the tree is shown at higher resolution. Two edits are shared 
by all alleles in this clade. Six independent edits define descendent sub-clades within this clade, and further 
edits define additional sub-sub-clades within the clade. 
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Fig. 5. Organ-specific progenitor cell dominance. (A) The indicated organs were dissected from a single adult v7 
transgenic edited zebrafish (ADR1). A blood sample was collected as described in the Methods. The heart was 
further split into the four samples shown (fig. S10). (B) Patterns of editing in the most prevalent 25 alleles (out of 135 
total) recovered from the blood sample. Layout as described in the Fig. 1B legend. The most prevalent 5 alleles 
(indicated by asterisks) comprise >98% of observed cells. (C) Patterns of editing in the most prevalent 25 alleles 
(out of 399 total) recovered from brain. Layout as described in the Fig. 1B legend. Alleles that have identical editing 
patterns compared to the most prevalent blood alleles are indicated by asterisks and light shading. (D) The five 
dominant blood alleles (shades of red) are present in varying proportions (10-40%) in all intact organs except the 
FACS-sorted cardiomyocyte population (0.5%). All other alleles are summed in grey. (E) The cumulative proportion 
of cells (y-axis) represented by the most frequent alleles (x-axis) for each adult organ of ADR1 is shown, as well as 
the adult organs in aggregate. In all adult organs except blood, the five dominant blood alleles are excluded. All 
organs exhibit dominance of sampled cells by a small number of progenitors, with fewer than 7 alleles comprising 
the majority of cells. For comparison, a similar plot for the median embryo (dashed) from each time-point of the 
developmental time course experiment is also shown. (F) The distribution of the most prevalent alleles for each 
organ, after removal of the five dominant blood alleles, across all organs. The most prevalent alleles were defined as 
being at >5% abundance in a given organ (median 5 alleles, range 4-7). Organ proportions were normalized by 
column and colored as shown in legend. Underlying data presented in table S2. 
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Fig. 6. Lineage reconstruction for adult zebrafish ADR1. Unique alleles sequenced from adult zebrafish organs 
can be related to one another using a maximum parsimony approach implemented in the PHYLIP Mix package (see 
Materials and Methods and fig. S4B). For reasons of space, we show a tree reconstructed from the 601 ADR1 alleles 
observed at least five times in individual organs. Eight major clades are displayed with colored nodes, each defined 
by “ancestral” edits that are shared by all alleles assigned to that clade (shown in Fig. 7A). Editing patterns in 
individual alleles are represented as shown previously. Alleles observed in multiple organs are plotted on separate 
lines per organ and are connected with stippled branches. Two sets of bars outside the alleles identify the organ in 
which the allele was observed and the proportion of cells in that organ represented by that allele (log scale). 
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Fig. 7. Clades and subclades corresponding to inferred progenitors exhibit increasing levels of organ restriction.  
(A) Top panel: The parsimony inferred ancestral edits that define eight major clades of ADR1 are shown, with the total 
number of cells in which these are observed indicated on the right. Bottom panel: Contributions of the eight major clades 
to all cells or all alleles. 19 alleles (out of 1,138 total) that contained ancestral edits from more than one clade were 
excluded from assignment to any clade, and any further lineage analysis. (B) Contributions of each of the eight major 
clades to each organ, displayed as a proportion of each organ. To accurately display the contributions of the eight major 
clades to each organ, we first re-assigned the five dominant blood alleles from other organs back to the blood. The total 
number of cells and alleles within a given major clade are listed below. The clade contributions of all clades and subclades 
are presented in table S3. For heart subsamples, “piece of heart” = a piece of heart tissue, “DHCs” = dissociated unsorted 
cells; “cardiomyocytes” = FACS-sorted GFP+ cardiomyocytes; and “NCs” = non-cardiomyocyte heart cells.  
(C and E) Edits that define subclades of clade #1 (C) and clade #2 (E), with the total number of cells in which these are 
observed indicated on the right. A grey box indicates an unedited site or sites, distinguishing it from related alleles that 
contain an edit at this location. (D and F) Lineage trees corresponding to subclades of clade #1 (D) and clade #2 (F) that 
show how dependent edits are associated with increasing lineage restriction. The pie chart at each node indicates the 
organ distribution within a clade or subclade. Ratios of cell proportions are plotted, a normalization that accounts for 
differential depth of sampling between organs. Labels in the center of each pie chart correspond to the subclade labels in 
(C) and (E). Alleles present in a clade but not assigned to a descendent subclade (either they have no additional lineage 
restriction or are at low abundance) are not plotted for clarity. The number of cells (and the number of unique alleles) are 
also listed, and terminal nodes also list major organ restriction(s), i.e., those comprising >25% of a subclade by 
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